
450 Highbury Avenue N.,
London, Ontaio, NíW 5L2
Telephone: 51 9451 -1 340
Fax: 519-451-4411

January 30,2012

Chair and Members
CivicWorks Committee
City of London
300 Dufferin Avenue
London ON N6A4L9

Dear Chair and Members of the Civic Works Committee:

Re: Transit Vision 2040 Strateqv

The Commission, at its January 25,2012 meeting directed the Administration, with respect to Transit
Vision 2040,Íorward a request to Municipal Council via the Civic Works Committee requesting:

Municipal Council endorse the Transit Vision 2040 Strategy as developed by
the Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) which includes endorsement
of 6 major themes and 27 strategic directions, as referenced below, and
supporfs undeftaking aligning the future vision of London's public transit
seryrbes with Transit Vision 2040 endeavouring to reach or exceed the
peÍormance targets outlined in the Vision.

Transit Vision 2040 in des the following 6 maior themes and 27 strategic
directions:

1) Putting transit at the Centre of Communities
. Develop a national transit policy framework
. Strengthen transit's position as an investment in quality of life
. Fully integrate transit with community planning
. Fully integrate transit with community design

2) Revolutionize seruice
. Expand regional rapid transit netvtorks
. Emphasize transit priority solutions
. Enable a "quantum leap" in suburban transit
. Support the revitalization of urban cores
. Build seruice in smaller communities
. Ensure seam/ess coordination of operations and governance at all

levels

3) Focusing on customers
. Accelerate a new customer orientation
. Focus on seruing customers with mobility challenges
. Take a broad approach to mobility and expand choice
. Customize fares
. Enhance safety and securitY
. Provide information when, where and how customers want it

Vïherever life takes you
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4) Greening transit
. Develop a greening strategy for the transit industry
. Develop an energy strategy for the transit industry
. lmplement local greening and energy initiatives

5) Ensuring financial health
. Establish suitable mechanisms for capital investment from senior

governments
. Establish suitable pefformance-based mechanisms for operating

funding from senior governments
. Maximize municipal government for support for transit operating

cosús
. Use transportation pricing and alternative funding options more

effectively
. Seek efficiency gains

6) Strengthening knowledge and practice
. Develop human resource strategies for a more diverse and

competitive workforce
. Develop transit resources for smaller communities
. Identify and disseminate current knowledge and practice within the

transit industry and among its stakeholders.

The Transit Vision 2040 Strategy is consistent wiih London Transit's Long Term Growth Plan and with

the direction of the Transportation Master Plan 2030 which is currently being finalized for presentation

to Council in mid-2012.

Transit Vision 2040

National transit ridership and investment are both currently at all time highs, and transit is widely

recognized as an important part of the solution to national challenges including economic prosperity,

climate change, public health, safety and security.

Looking ahead, Canada's public transit industry faces pressures arising from the accelerating pace of

change-. Fast approaching opportunities and challenges will drive major shifts in how the transit

industry can meet the needs of Canadians, and how society can offer transit the support it requires to

succee-d. Recognizing that the future is something to be shaped and not simply responded to, the

CUTA has creaied Transit Vision 2040. This important new document sets a course for public transit

to maximize its contribution over the next three decades.

Transit Vision 2040 is based upon an understanding of transit's role in supporting Canadian

communities, an examination of the changes those communities are likely to experience, and an

assessment of transit's potential to mitigate or reinforce changes and make communities more

livable, economically robust and environmentally healthy. While the vision takes a long term view, it

is intended to guide concrete short term actions by CUTA, its members and other stakeholders.

The vision integrates considerable input from a wide range of individuals and organizations. The

project included-workshops with CUTA's leaders and youth delegates, an online survey by some 650

inoviouats, and discussions with groups including the Canadian lnstitute of Planners, the Federation

of Canadian Municipalities, the iransportation Association of Canada, and the Canadian Home

Builders' Association. It also involved a peer review by a panel of over 20 thought leaders from a

variety of disciplines. The American Public Transportation Association (APTA) and lnternational

Association of public Transport (UITP) also provided advice, based upon their own visioning

processes.



The purpose of Transit Vision 2040 is not to describe an ideal future. Rather, it illustrates a strategic
response to the profound challenges facing Canadian communities - meeting broad goals through
actions that foresee both opportunities and obstacles.

The principal indicator of progress toward Transit Vision 2040 will be the number of annual transit
trips per capita, measured both nationally and locally. The vision includes general targets for per-

capita ridership growth for five groups of communities according to population, as follows:

. Major metropolitan areas (2 million people or more)

. Large cities (400,000 to 2 million people)

. Medium-sized cities (150,000 to a00,000)

. Smalland rural communities

For example, for medium sized cities the target for trips per capita by 2024 is 85 trips. ln 2007, the
average for this population group was 49. London Transit's trips per capita currently sit at

approximately 61 trips per capita. An increase to 85 is consistent with the expected direction of
London Transit's Long Term Growth Strategy, which in turn is expected to be reflected in the London

Transportation Master Plan.

When overall population growth is factored in, the targets are equivalent to an 86% increase in

national transit ridership, from 1.76 billion trips in 2007 to 3.28 billion trips in 2040. lf current rates of

transit operating cost-recovery from fares are maintained, this implies a corresponding 86% increase

in government óperating contributions, from $2 billion in 2007 to $3.7 billion in 2040 (2007 dollars).

Achievement of Transit Vision 2040 will require the full commitment of Canada's federal, provincial,

territorial, regional and municipal governments in partnership with transit systems, suppliers and

CUTA itself. Together these organizations will provide the leadership, knowledge, resources,

innovation, determination and spirit of partnership that can make Transit Vision 2040 a reality, for the

benefit of all Canadians.

The next steps in advancing Transit Vision 2040 includes promoting the strategy and having same

endorsed by transit systemõ and Municipal Council's and have the systems use the Transit Vision

2040 as a framework for their own organizational strategic and business plans.

As previously indicated, the Transit Vision 2040 strategy is very much in keeping with London

Transit's Long Term Growth Plan and the direction of the Transportation Master Plan 2030' As

recommendeO, tne Transit Vision 2040 Strategy will be incorporated in future Business Plans,

commencing with the development of the 2011-2014 Business Plan and other related annual work

plan initiatives.

LTC Administration requests the opportunity to present a 5 minute video on Transit Vision 2040

prepared by CUTA at the Civic Works Committee's February 13,2012 meeting.

Yours truly,

General Manager

Enclosure
I - Transit Vision 2040 - Executive Summary
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Tranoit today. Public transit contributes

substantially to the quality of life enjoyed by

Canadians. For over 100 years, Canada's transit

industry has supported our communities' most

vital goals: a vibrant and equitable society, a

complete and compact community form, a dynamic

and efficient economy, and a healthy natural

environment.

Transit is widely recognized as an important part of

the solution to national challenges such as climate

change, public health, and safety and security.

lndeed, transit's profile among the Canadian

public and decision makers is the strongest in

decades, and transit ridership and investment are

both at all-time highs, ln our largest metropolitan

areas, governance stru.ctures are evolving to

better support comprehensive, integrated transit

solutions. Transit systems are responding to shifts in

demographics añd customer expectations, and are

adopting new technologies to improve efficiency and

reduce environmental impacts. There are challenges

as well, including a trend toward rising costs and

fares that could lessen transit's competitive edge as

the main alternative to car use in urban areas.
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A forward view The path alread, however, is not

free of risks. The costs of providirrg transit service

are rising inexorably. Pressures on government

finances are leading to higher trarrsit fares, which

in turn reduce the competitivelress of transit as

the most significant alternative to car use in our

cities. The urgency around climaLe change and other

environmental problems is dríving the development

and adoption of new, cleaner technologies that can

both complicate operati'ôns and increase costs.

As we near the end of the millenniurn's first

decade, Canada's public transit industry faces

an unprecedented need to grow and evolve from

within, while it simultaneously faces many changes

posed by a world in flux. Looking ahead, a fast-

approaching array of opportunities and challenges

will drive major slrifts not only in how the transit

industry can meet the needs of Canadians, but in

how Canadians can best offer the support transit

needs to do its job.

TRANSTT VISIOÍU 204ü I i
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As the years urrr-oll Loward the Vision's horizon of
2040, transit systems and the communities they
serve musI evulve [ogether, Neither will be buffered

from changes ¡.lrat affect the other, and both must

deal with rìunt(;]rous trcirds that are unfolding across

Canada a¡rcl around the world.

increase in tlrc ilumbel-uf Canadians who rely on

transit to get arround, but who may also require a

higher stanrlcr¡'cj of accessibility and security.

åìocñet¡r, By 2040, Canadian

society will wear a different face.

Acceler.ating urban growth and

:rging of the population will drive an
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Culture,/ Con¡¡nun¡ty form.
Today's emerging movements toward
smart growth and energy conservation

will bring about new frameworks for
urban development. Canadian cities

will strengthen theír urban cores and reshape

suburban communities to offer more intensive and

diverse uses, and to more efficiently accommodate

a growing population. However, expectations for
personal mobility will increasingly conflict with the
physical limitations of urban systems, and travellers
will suffer the delay and cost consequences of
mounting congestion.
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Economy. The risks posed by

deteriorating urban mobility to

economic competitiveness will become

increasingly evident in the face of
growing congestion, rising travel costs,

and demographic conditions that limit the supply of
workers. More and more, the competitiveness of
local economies will depend on preserving quality
of life through innovative, flexible public transit
solutions that return maximum value to travellers
in exchange for their time and money, and to
governments in exchange for tiTe¡r investments in
capital and operating needs.

Environment, Canadian communities
face increasingly climate-constrained

conditions. A low-carbon energy
paradigm will drive nlarket- and

r technology-based charrges that protect
the environment but increase public and pr¡vate

costs. Public support for energy-efficient strategies
will translate into more sustainable community

design and greater individual willingness to adopt
new travel behaviours, but it will also str.engthen the
imperative for transit systems to green their internal
operations.



This Vision for 20210 does not describe an iclyllic state.
The profound challenges facing Canadian communities
demand a more strategic approach-one that outlines

Puttfins tn¿r¡rsit at rhe ""ntr.e.lr,,.jli tffilli

the directions that must be taken to meet broad goals
by anticipating, or responding to, the opportunitieo ond

obstacles that are expected. These actions are grouped
within several major themes.
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needs, Carrada's transit industry will
rely on creativity and flexibility to satisly

a customer base tlrat is growing more
d!_sc¡lminating and diverse. Future growth in the
number of seniors and persons with disabilities
will transform the transit markeL and require the

.gfeatest 
possible integrat¡on of conventional and

, specialized services, acconrpanied by customer-
:o¡ienrted services to manage demand and maximize
satisfaction, Transit services that irnprove travel

lopfjon.s 
for pedestrians, cyclisls ancl car users will

be,extended, ancl transit systenrs will increasingly

.segf q iòle eìs the hub of all travel options within
the,ir gommunities, Transit systems will respond
to market needs and technological opportunities

r. ":bl'adopting flexible fare structures and systems
,; :r; i:.:: i: _ . rl. ..,.1

;'.:ihet,þepit fares to be customizecl in a way

:. rTlpl,, -u{imizes 
value to, and revenue from, the

... customer base. Customers will also enjoy enhanced
gafety and security, as well as timely, accurate
and convenient access to custornized information
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Greeming tnamsüt. ln the environmental

a[erìa, the transit indirsiry faces

a two-sided challenge: to provide

maximr-rrn support for local and national

sustainarbility, while minimizing its

own eculugical l-ootprint. Success will require

eaclr transiI sysLern to find a way of meeting

environrnen [al expecta tiorts without subverting

parallel oi.rjectives related to the effectiveness

and e[f iciency of trarrsit service. As a whole, the

irrd uslry vvil I develop forward -tlrinking strategies

for greening in general, and for energy efficiency

in parLicular. 
-fhese 

strategies will address issues

relatecl Le, clirnate clrange and energy policy,

researol r r r rcl developr-rìent, tech nology, leg islation,

marl<et conclitiorrs, linancing arìd other sector-level

concerns. Ai a more local level, individual transit

systerrts will pursue on-the-ground initiatives related

to procurenrent prarctices, materials management

arrcl w¿rsIr.l clisposal, as well as an accelerated

trarsilion to less-pollLrting ancl renewable energy

sources for vehicle propulsion and other aspects of

opera t ions.
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Earsurirag fE¡'¡a¡¡cia! n¡eatth, Despite

positive trends in provincial and federal

government funding, communities will

face a growir'ìg transit infrastructure

gap as well as a seriously constrained

potential to fund the dramatic growth in operations

arrticipated by this Vision. These threats to

transit's financial health will be overcome.

First, upper orders of government will establish 
.

mechanisms that guarantee predictable, reliable

and adequate capital fLrnding for transit. Those

same orders of government will also establish

performance-based mechanisms for operating

funding, ideally generating the required revenues

through transportation pricing strategies that

create equity among modes and encourage transit

rirlerslrip. Local governments will responcl to this

assistance by working to maximize support for tlreir

portion of operating costs. This will be particularly

lmportant as overall operating costs are expected

to grow substantially over time. To some extent,

their success may rely on the application of rrew

transportation pricing toc-rls that use incentives and

d'isincentives to generate revenue and motivate

more sustainable trave.l behaviour by consumers.

Finally, even with success in these envisioned areas,

transit systems will seek continuous improvements

in efficiency that reduce capital or operating costs.
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pnactióe. Many of tlre strategic

directions within this Vision will require

the transit indLrsl-ry, as a whole, to

strengthen its ability to understand

challenges and find effective solutions. ln tlre

area of human resources, creative approaches

to attracting and retainirrg skilled labour will be

required in view of expectations for a dramaticall,

more competitive labour market, ln facing their

urrique challenges, transit systerns in smaller

communities will benefit frorn programs that
develop and distribute nationally-applicable tools

and resources. Other issues where transit systen

will benefit from support l,rr centrai¡zecl knowleclç

sharing lnclude technology, govenrance, transit-

supportive development, ilr¡ovative financing anc

alterrrative service delivery rnechanisrrs. ln addit

to greening and errergy efficìency, whìch were

discussed previously, guidance on appropriate roi

for the private sector ìn transit service developm

and delivery is anotlrer area where natlonal

knowleclge sharing will be ¿r benel'it.
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Moving from visio¡r to action will require a number

of initiatives inclLrding the implementation of tools

to measure progress and the pursuit of short-term

priorities,

Transit ridership targets and implications.
The most important indicator of progress toward

the Vision will be the number of annual transit trips

per capita, at both national anci local levels. General

targets for per-capita ridership growth by 2040 were

developed for five groups of communities (according

to populqtion) to help identlfy the nature of service

improvements tlrat may be required:

w As a group, nrajor metropolitan areas of

2 million people or mot-e will see average ridership

grow by about 50%, frorn 1 15 to 175 rides per

capita annuarlly. To do so, they will need to focus

on seamless service integration and expansion of

rapid transit and commuter rail services.

si Large cities of 400,000 to 2.0 million people will
see average ridership increases of S0%, from

B0 to 120 rides per capita annually. They will

need to focus on extending rapid transit and

transit priority systems.

m Medium cities of 150,000 to 400,000 will
experience growth, on average, of 75%, from
49 to 85 rides per capita annually, They will do
so by improving overall levels of service, and
implementing transit priority measures with
some higher-order transit services.

& Small and rural communities of less than

50,000 people, and which have transit service,
will see ridership grow by 100% on average
from 15 to 30 rides per capita annually. Even

while some of these communities may see a
ir

decline in overall population, the demand for
transit will rise in response to demographics.

This growth in ridership will be achieved by

working with partners to increase basic levels of
transit service, or to introduce transit service in

, communities that do not already have it.

When viewed together in the context of overall
population growth, these targets are equivalent to
an86% increase in total national transit ridership,

from 1.76 billion trips in 2007 to 3,28 billion trips in

2040. Assuming continuation of current operating
cost-recovery from transit fares, this ridership
growth implies an increàse in government operating
contributions of 867o, from 92 billion in 2007 to
$3.7 billion in 2040 (in constant 2007 dollars)

Monitoring and reporting indicators.
Achievement of this Vision will require progress

monitoring and reporting. This process will begin

with the establishment of key indicators as well
as a data collection and gvaluation program for
each strategic clirection, a task that will be helped

by categorizing the strategic directions into three
groups according to their principal purpose-
support, investment or service. Progress evaluations
will vary in terms of their nature (qualitative or
quantitative), their scope (national or local),

and how supporting data is gathered (general

observation, opinion polls or local measurement).
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Small cities of 50,000 to 150,000 will see annual
rídership grow by about 100% on average, from
25 to 50 ricles per cerpita, Their key areas of effort
will be very similar to those of meclium cities.

Short-term priorr'üiero. ,A ser-ies of actions by
transit stakeholders will be requirecl to achieve lhìs
Vision. ln the short terrn, prioril.', ¿rctiorrs will eith,,r
exploit immediate opportunities or represent tlre
first steps of critical loncìer-terrr strategies. Two lrcr¡
priorities are:

N Development of CUTA s Strategic plan,

which will review CtJTAs vision statement, ancl

identifu specific actions CUTA must take to
organize itself internally and the way in which iL

shoufd engage stal<eholclers to fLrlfil the vision:
and,

m Development of a nronitoring arrd reportinç;
plan, which will outline a framework for
gathering and assessing information tlrat
is needed to measure progress toward key
indicators over time.

Additional short-term ¡:riorities have been iclentifierJ

for each of the six strateç¡ic directions.
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